EUMS Site Based Management Team Agenda 3/17/10
Attendance:
Present: Kevin Plue, William Blackledge, Lisa Randall, Sherry Fonvielle, Cindy
Price, Shelly Rivenbark, Cathy Stewart, Janet Dominico, George Rowland, Cassandra
Hall, Jim Eversole, Dru Thomas, Kim Vague, Susie Jones, Jennifer McFadden
Absent: Ashley Ponscheck, Rich Vreeland,
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-Move into I/E possibly.
-Related arts would like this due to missing planning
and end of day.
-We could be more efficient if we are all on the same
page.
-The whole school on the same schedule. Moving I/E
to an advisor/advisee format.
-Plue said many schools are saying the I/E is going
well across the county.
-This is something that may be done next year. We
have decided to put back on agenda for next month to
discuss.
-Four week rotation is a possible option. Then groups
can be switched if necessary. Have a intermittent
period for clubs.
-Go back to constituencies to include thoughts of
clubs during I/E and how often to do them if we do
them this way? What do we want to do with I/E?
-Not looking for a whole new schedule.
-We want to get schedule back to 9 periods, and what
to do with I/E.
Committee members: Ms. Kessler, Doris Buttrell, Ms.
Randall, Mr. Eversole, Ms. Hall, Mr. Plue, Ms.
Dominico, -Technically we are down 1 classroom teacher for
next year.
- Check boxes at bottom of excel sheet.
- High Priority funding is going to be down next year.
-There might be some losses on top of this.
-We will not get as much.
-The magic number is 40. 12 – 12 – 12 and 4 PE.
- We are looking at where cut will go if we don’t get
40 positions.
-Policy states that first bell to last bell.
-New policy states that if class allows. Problem is

non instructional time. (Activity Time).
-Discuss next month and talk to county.
-Not sure if there is anything that can be done.
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-State has come out with another format for State
Improvement Plan.
-We are not changing anything but we need to make it
fit into the newer format.
-Form a subcommittee between now and the April
meeting.
-Next meeting show changes. Volunteers to reformat
the SIP?
-Committee Members: Mr. Plue, Mr. Eversole, Mrs.
Thomas, Ms. Jones
-Can we go back to parent requests for progress
reports so we don’t waste paper, many were left here
at school, -Students not taking them home. 8th grade
is bringing this up.
-Are there incentives to bring back Progress Reports,
and Grade Cards.
- Possible grade level administrator to talk about this.
-Teachers concern is very time consuming and
logistics.
-Possible solution, each teacher give out progress
report at end of class period.
-Each teacher is responsible for getting the individual
progress report back.
-It is effort on teachers to get back the progress report
and report card.
-If teachers want Progress Report back then it is up to
them.
-Mr. Plue going to make more effort to make contact
on report card day.
-Proposed to take the one computer teacher position
for someone who will focus soley on tech trouble
shooting who will be here full time.
-This would raise the related arts class sizes;
anywhere between 2 – 4 student raises.
-Related Arts feels that this is okay to do. The
performance classes will attempt to get more into their
classes. (i.e. chorus, drama, band, advanced art,
advanced Spanish or Spanish I at 8th grade.)
-Permission from downtown already
- Question from Dominico, can we trade computer
teacher for classroom teacher. Answer: No.
-Question by Rowland, What about other schools?
All middle schools are proposing this on their campus.
Motion made, Vote, Passed

Last Minute Q/A

Honor Roll questions regarding from putting in the
paper. Why not? Monroe paper, etc

Thank you to Amy Kessler for taking notes at SBMT in February and Bill Blackledge
in March!
Next Meeting 4/21/10

